Right amygdalar and temporofrontal activation during autobiographic, but not during fictitious memory retrieval
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What distinguishes the recall of real-life experiences from that of self-created, fictitious emotionally laden information? Both kinds of information belong to the episodic memory system. Autobiographic memories constitute that part of the episodic memory system that is composed of significant life episodes, primarily of the distant past. Functional imaging was used to study the neural networks engaged in retrieving autobiographic and fictitious information of closely similar content. The principally activated brain regions overlapped considerably and constituted temporal and inferior prefrontal regions plus the cerebellum. Selective activations of the right amygdala and the right ventral prefrontal cortex (at the level of the uncinate fascicle interconnecting prefrontal and temporopolar areas) were found when subtracting fictitious from autobiographic retrieval. Furthermore, distinct foci in the left temporal lobe were engaged. These data demonstrate that autobiographic memory retrieval uses (at least in non-brain damaged individuals) a network of right hemispheric ventral prefrontal and temporopolar regions and left hemispheric lateral temporal regions. It is concluded that it is the experiential character, its special emotional infiltration and its arousal which distinguishes memory of real-life from that of fictitious episodes. Consequently, our results point to the engagement of a bi-hemispheric network in which the right temporopolar-prefrontal hemisphere is likely to be responsible for the affective/arousal side of information retrieval and the left-hemispheric temporal gyrus for its engram-like representation. Portions of the neural activation found during retrieval might, however, reflect re-encoding processes as well.
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1. Introduction

Philosophers declare personal identity as dependent on personal memories and sometimes propose Gedankenexperiments in which the normal coincidence between ‘experiencing’ and ‘remembering’ persons is dissolved [47,51,56]. Many behavioral neuroscientists distinguish between a number of memory subsystems of which episodic memory is that subsystem which is most vulnerable to certain kinds of brain damage, oriented towards the past, probably unique to human beings, and accompanied by “autonoetic” conscious awareness [60,61]. (‘Autonoetic awareness’ means self-awareness, or consciously reflected thoughts.) A subcategory of episodic memories are the autobiographic ones, which have been stored for years or even decades. Their retrieval may be selectively impaired in patients with focal retrograde episodic amnesia. These patients frequently have predominantly right temporopolar-prefrontal damage [8,24,26,34,37]. They are able to acquire new information after their brain damage, most likely due to the preservation of medial temporal structures. This information is usually acquired in an emotionless, neutral or “semantic” manner [32]. This independence between information acquisition and information retrieval has also been confirmed with functional imaging in normal subjects [16]. (The reverse condition with a dominant left-hemispheric focus in the temporofrontal region leads...
to a selective inability to retrieve information from the semantic past [3,35]. Consequently, it was hypothesized that the right ventral branch of the uncinate fascicle, interconnecting the temporopolar and inferior prefrontal cortex, is an important link for this regional combination and that this structural conglomerate – which includes the amygdala – is necessary for successful autobiographic memory retrieval [30,33] (Fig. 1). This form of retrieval has been named ‘ecphory’ to indicate the fact that episodes from the personal past are usually retrieved within a specific context provided by the environment [55,60].

Fink et al. [16] asked subjects to remember affect-laden memory episodes of their own past and compared the resulting brain activation to that during retrieving recently learned information of another biography, the latter one being much less emotional because not important to the subject. Their findings point to an important difference in the neural activation patterns associated with the retrieval of old autobiographic as opposed to impersonal episodic information of someone else, the latter engaging frontal “retrieval structures”, the former temporopolar structures in addition to frontal ones [30].

From this report the following question arises: What will be the difference in brain activation when a given subject retrieves real-life experienced old information in contrast to fictitious, self-generated, but not experienced information of the same nature? Both kinds of information belong to the episodic memory system. Real-life information has been experienced, robustly stored in long-term memory and is affect-laden. Self-created “episodes” also involve the own person and are of an affect-laden nature. They lack, however, the flavor of personal experience, that is, they lack the possible remembering of changed bodily conditions, changed mood states, and reactions of the environments, accompanying the experience. Our hypothesis was that both autobiographic-experienced and self-generated fictitious memories will largely engage the same brain structures. But retrieval of autobiographic episodes will, because they have been self-experienced in an emotional context, activate emotion-sensitive brain regions to a higher degree than fictitious, “self-constructed”, information, even if the fictitious episodes are very similar in content to the real-life experienced ones. The higher emotional engagement in retrieving old experienced episodes should be reflected by a special activation of emotion-related brain structures, particularly the amygdala [7,11,31,36].

The comparison of autobiographically experienced old memories with fictitious episodes differs from our previous comparison of autobiographical with impersonal memories [16] in the following ways: The fictitious information was self-generated, created by the tested subject and was likely attributable to the respective individual. It was furthermore closely matched to events that actually had happened. The structure of this kind of information had a very strong affinity to autobiographical true events and, thus, belonged to this category. In the Fink et al. report, on the other hand, subjects listened to events of an alien subject’s past. Without reference to the subjects, these events therefore were usually much less emotionally arousing to them and their salience was in general most likely lower than that of the fictitious, but self-generated events.

In order to test our hypothesis we used H15O-positron emission tomography and studied the brain activation patterns during the retrieval of fictitious as compared to real-life autobiographic episodes in normal subjects.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Subjects and procedure

The study design of Fink et al. [16] was followed in order to test this hypothesis: Eight healthy young male right-handed adults (aged 18–32 years, mean 25.62 years) without previous neurological or psychiatric illnesses or syndromes were employed. Informed consent according to the declaration of Helsinki was obtained from all subjects. They were interviewed with respect to significant personal episodes from their past life (divided into childhood, adolescence, recent past) (condition: AUTOBIOGRAPHIC). Furthermore, subjects were asked to invent or create emotionally arousing episodes of the same affective and interest-provoking character as their real ones. These created episodes should be of a very similar nature as those which actually had happened (condition: FICTITIOUS); subjects were asked to produce faked events from them for the time periods childhood, adolescence, and recent past. Real and fictitious episodes were matched as closely as possible. This was done by instructing the subjects accordingly, by discussing the provided episodes with them, and by selecting those which appeared similar from contents and style. For each of the invented episodes, subjects were asked whether there was indeed no background in real life. (For example, portions of a true and of an invented episode: “When I flew the first time, it was to London, and I was accom-
Both fictitious and true events were discussed with the subjects after production and again (on another day) prior to testing. There was nearly one hour time to think about all events prior to scanning. For each of the episodes a short key sentence was created in the first session which immediately evoked the respective episode. Examples for the true and the faked sentences were: "Marathon run in Saloniki." and "Meeting with Blümchen." (a local pop star). These sentences were used to immediately evoke the respective episode.

As in the previous study of Fink et al. [16] a control or baseline condition (REST) was used in addition. Up to 24 true (condition: AUTOBIOGRAPHIC) and 24 fictitious episodes (condition: FICTITIOUS) were used while the subjects were placed under \(^{15}O\)-positron emission tomography (PET) for scanning their brain (4 sessions per testing condition plus 4 sessions without stimulation \([\text{"REST"}]\) (cf. [16]). For each AUTOBIOGRAPHIC and FICTITIOUS session, episodes were mixed from epochs from childhood to recent past. The number of episodes used and their character make it likely that, for each subject, a sufficient diversity of positive and negative ones was covered; furthermore, individuals stated for the episodes selected that these constituted the ones which to them most clearly and most instantaneously provoked an affective reaction. All subjects were able to successfully retrieve all episodes asked for. There were not exactly, but roughly the same proportion of positive and negative events for a given subject.

2.2. Positron emission tomographic imaging

In principal, the study paradigm followed that described in Fink et al. [16]. It involved 12 sequential measurements of relative rCBF and consisted of one control or baseline condition (REST) in which subjects were studied at rest without auditory or visual stimulation, and two activation conditions (AUTOBIOGRAPHIC: auditory presentation of sentences triggering episodic information of the subjects' own biography; FICTITIOUS: auditory presentation of sentences triggering subject-invented episodic information of a biographical character). The sentences were presented auditorily at a fixed rate of one every 10 seconds; presentation started with i.v. bolus injection and lasted for the entire scanning period. Subjects were instructed to imagine what happened to themselves in the described
situations under both the AUTOBIOGRAPHIC and the FICTITIOUS condition. The sequence of the presentation of the three conditions was counterbalanced in the following way: AFRFRAAFFRA (A = AUTOBIOGRAPHIC, F = FICTITIOUS, R = REST).

The PET measurements of relative CBF were performed on a CTI/Siemens ECAT EXACT HR camera in 3D mode [62] after i.v. bolus injection of 370 MBq of $^{15}$O-water. Data acquisition started automatically when an activity threshold of 100% background activity was reached and lasted for 45 s with a short interscan interval of 6 min [10]. After correction for scatter and measured attenuation, images were reconstructed to 47 transaxial slices using filtered back-projection and a Hanning filter of cutoff frequency 0.4 cycles per pixel. The resolution of the resulting images was 5.5 mm (FWHM). Data analysis was performed using SPM 96 [20]. After realignment and spatial normalization to standard stereotactic space [19], images were smoothed applying a Gaussian filter of 16 mm FWHM. After scaling the images to overall grand mean, t-statistic maps were generated for the contrasts (FICTITIOUS-REST), (AUTOBIOGRAPHIC-REST), (AUTOBIOGRAPHIC-FICTITIOUS) and (FICTITIOUS-AUTOBIOGRAPHIC) treating global CBF changes as a covariate. Subsequently t-statistic maps were transformed to z-statistic maps and a threshold level was set to $p < 0.01$ (uncorrected). For localizing PET measured CBF changes, magnetic resonance imaging was performed in a 1T Magnetom Impact (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany) using a FLASH sequence (flip angle 40°, TR 40 msec, TE 15 msec) producing 64 transaxial T1-weighted slices of 2 mm thickness in a 256 × 256 pixel matrix. Fusion maps of standard magnetic resonance imaging and Z-statistic maps were generated for visualization of results (Figs 2 and 3).

3. Results

Autobiographic memory retrieval (AUTOBIOGRAPHIC-REST) under PET-imaging activated mainly regions in the right and left superior temporal gyri, the left middle temporal and inferior prefrontal cortex, and the right cerebellum. Activations were seen in both dorsomedial frontal cortices, the left anterior and posterior cingulate gyrus, the precuneus and the medial thalamus (Fig. 2).

Retrieval of fictitious information [FICTITIOUS-REST] engaged the same major activated regions as retrieval of autobiographic information (both superior temporal gyri, left middle temporal and inferior prefrontal cortex, and right cerebellum), plus the left insula. Furthermore, less significant activations were seen in the right posterior hippocampal, right and left prefrontal and anterior cingulate cortex and in the left precuneus (Fig. 2).

The most interesting activations resulted from comparing the two test conditions: Subtracting FICTITIOUS from AUTOBIOGRAPHIC activations revealed distinct activity spots in the right amygdala, uncus and temporo-polar regions, in the region of the right ventral prefrontal cortex (at the level of the uncinate fascicle) and in those of the left superior and middle temporal lobe and the anterior cingulate cortex (Figs 1 and 3).

Another particularly interesting spot of increased activity in the condition AUTOBIOGRAPHIC-FICTITIOUS was situated in the fundus region (Fig. 3) at the insular limen; this is in that part of the inferior prefrontal cortex which constitutes the bending point of the ventral uncinate fascicle. This fiber bundle establishes a clamp between anterior (prefrontal, orbitofrontal) and posterior (temporal) association cortices which most likely allows a backward and forward propagation of information obtained from the principal left- as well as right-hemispheric storage places along the temporal cortex – another region which showed up selectively in our AUTOBIOGRAPHIC-FICTITIOUS comparison (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the anterior cingulate region was activated as well (Fig. 3).

Finally, the retrieval of fictitious information which had only recently been created (FICTITIOUS-AUTOBIOGRAPHIC), left solely the left precuneus as activated region (coordinates according to Talairach and Tournaux [58]: $-2 -70 56$).

4. Discussion

The present findings confirmed our previous ones [16] in demonstrating that autobiographic memory retrieval activates a neural net in which the right temporofrontal region is a keystone. Beyond this finding, it demonstrated that the retrieval of real-life as opposed to fictitious information – which for the outside listener appear of comparable content – indeed activates different brain structures: particularly the right uncus and amygdala region, a tiny elongated cortical strip which includes temporal and frontal areas, the anterior cingulate region, and focal spots in the left temporal cortex.
The findings obtained in the conditions AUTOBIOGRAPHIC-REST and FICTITIOUS-REST are largely in conformity with our hypothesis and previous findings [16,38] and will not be commented here. Of considerable interest, novelty and importance are, however, the results obtained from comparing the two testing conditions (AUTOBIOGRAPHIC-FICTITIOUS; FICTITIOUS-AUTOBIOGRAPHIC): Distinct scenes of positively or negatively emotionally laden episodes had to be retrieved and imagined. The scenes differed only in being true, that is personally experienced and stored for years, or in being fictitious that is, not having been experienced. The real-life episodes furthermore were most likely felt and re-experienced with deep, intimate affect, which is represented in the activation of the amygdala and the surrounding temporo-polar region (Figs 1 and 3). The necessity of this region for autobiographic memory retrieval had been postulated already previously [31], both from neuroimaging results in human subjects [16,39] and from patient data [8, 24,26,28,34,37], but only this direct test of retrieval of autobiographic versus fictitious information, which for
Fig. 3. Functional anatomy of temporal activations during affect-laden autobiographic memory retrieval (comparison AUTOBIOGRAPHIC-FICTITIOUS). The SPM-map is sectioned in transverse planes and is displayed on top of an arbitrary magnetic resonance image that has been normalised spatially to the same anatomical space. The color bar indicates the Z statistics achieved. The activations are found in the regions of the right amygdala and uncus, including the place where the uncinate fascicle passes on its way between the anterior temporal and the inferior prefrontal cortex. In the first row, the 1st, 2nd and 3rd sections (from left to right) show amygdaloid activation spots: 30 0 −20; 26 0 −26; the 4th section the activation spot in the ventral prefrontal cortex near the uncinate fascicle: 26 16 −12. Activations in the left middle and superior temporal lobe are visible in the 3rd and 4th section of the top row, in all sections of the medial row and in the 1st and 2nd section of the bottom row; activation spots: −50 −12 −10; −44 2 10; −46 −2 −2. The activations in the anterior cingulate cortex can be seen in the 4th section of the middle row and in all bottom sections; activation spots: −4 34 24; −6 36 8.

the listening outsider is of an indistinguishable character (affect-laden episodes), provided direct evidence for right amygdalar engagement during the retrieval of personal old memories. The smallness of the z-scores of the regions shown in Fig. 3 most likely reflects the otherwise high similarity of the retrieval process for these two kinds of episodic memory.

There may be other interpretations for the differential activation during autobiographic as opposed to fictitious memory. Firstly, it can be argued that the two kinds of information reflect different states of arousal; secondly, the differential activation might be related to differing time-scales (information stored for years vs. information stored recently). The arousal-related interpretation would in principle be compatible with our view as arousal and emotion are highly interrelated. An interpretation based purely on the closeness of the retrieved information to the present time appears, however, unlikely as (a) both kinds of information had recently been retrieved and (b) usually the more recent information is accompanied by a higher degree of emotion, arousal and detail than information from the distant past (This should lead to an activation of those limbic regions which in fact are now engaged during the retrieval or ecphory of autobiographic information).

Factors contributing to the differential activation of fictitious as opposed to true memories might also be seen in differences in their imageability and in differences in the detail of the information retrieved and re-encoded. While these factors may be of quantitative influence, we do not think that they had a major influence on the differential activations, as the instructions for production (and the outcome provided by the subjects) revealed great detail and fantasy and as the subjects all were very motivated university students.

4.1. Amygdaloid and temporofrontal regions

An important finding is the selective right hemispheric activation in the amygdaloid and tempo-
rofrontal regions during autobiographic retrieval. A number of different roles in memory processing have been attributed to the amygdala [31]. The variation in these roles depends to a considerable degree on the task situations investigated. There are presently, however, congruent findings both from neuropsychological results [1,7,36] and from electrophysiological recordings [52–54] which point to a prominent role of the amygdala in the processing of explicit memories, particularly as these involve awareness and real-life emotional events [4]. Mori et al. [42] found in Alzheimer’s patients a correlation between normalized amygdaloid volume and extent of emotional memory retrieval (reporting episodes of the 1995 Kobe earthquake), while generalized knowledge of the earthquake was unrelated to amygdalar volume.

Right amygdalar activation during autobiographic memory retrieval was found in our previous PET study as well [16]. Damage to the right temporo-frontal region which included the right but not the left amygdala, resulted in a selective failure to retrieve autobiographic episodes [8], and thus destroyed the auto-noetic awareness [60,61] of oneself which is necessary for re-experiencing past events as part of one’s own identity [28]. Together with our present results, these findings point to a major role of the right amygdala in creating the affect-laden, lively nature of our well-preserved biography, and therefore in autobiographic memory retrieval.

The right temporo-frontal junction region (which is interconnected via the ventral branch of the uncinate fascicle) has been repeatedly proposed to be necessary for effective autobiographic memory retrieval [26,28–30]. The clear activation of this region of the right hemisphere in our present study strongly reinforces this view which up to now came primarily from patient data. A recently published study reports a patient who had a traumatic focal injury, disrupting the right uncinate fascicle selectively [28]. As a consequence of the accident he remained unable to retrieve old autobiographic memories and showed a severe reduction in his self-awareness.

From other patient data it is known that damage to the temporo-frontal region, particularly of the right hemisphere, may lead to delusional distortions, confabulatory tendencies, or even reduplicative paramnesia [2,40]. A meta-analysis of 488 cases with Capgras syndrome found in one third of the patients a neurological etiology, usually either in the right frontal or the left temporal lobe [57]. (Note that our results showed activation pattern in the left temporal lobe as well.)

Recently, Dolan et al. [14] studied emotional episodic memory retrieval with PET. In addition to a right anterior temporal activation, they observed a left amygdaloid response during the actual retrieval of emotional items. Their material, however, were affect-laden, but impersonal pictures and had been studied only just prior to scanning; it therefore differs considerably from the imagined complex scenes of our subjects that were self-experienced or self-created and, thus, had a personal reference. With respect to the encoding of emotional information, Hamann et al. [23], in another PET study, found bilateral amygdala activation during encoding. As each retrieval of information leads to re-encoding as well, our activation pattern might (perhaps in part) also be related to re-encoding processes.

4.2. Cingulate cortex

The anterior cingulate cortex is frequently found to be increased in activity in blood flow activation studies [48]. Its role in the present setting is probably multiple: There are likely engagements related to anticipation, arousal, visual imagery or re-experiencing [6,16–18,44,59] and to hypothesis testing and response selection [16] – processes necessary for a successful retrieval of already experienced information.

Furthermore, the anterior cingulate cortex is of course a keystone in the emotion-processing circuitry of the limbic system. Lane et al. [27] studied the neural correlates of emotion in healthy volunteers, using an ‘emotional awareness scale’ in combination with PET. They found that film- and recall-induced emotion overlapped significantly with activations of the anterior cingulate cortex. Devinsky et al. [13] pointed to the involvement of the anterior cingulate cortex in components of affect, motivation, and cognition and stressed its extensive connections with the amygdala. The combined activation of the amygdala and the anterior cingulate cortex, as seen in our study, seems to represent the affect-related components of retrieving/ecphorizing (and re-encoding) episodes from the (distant) past.

4.3. Temporal cortex

The selective engagement of left-hemispheric regions of the middle and superior temporal gyrus was not predicted. In part it may reflect the engagement of regions during retrieval which are also (and most likely even primarily) associated with the actual storage places of the engrams [9,22,41,49]. From the PET results of Mummery et al. [43] it can be proposed that
the more complex the generation of verbal information becomes, the more it engages the temporal lobes.

The activated regions of the left temporal cortex possibly provide conceptual dimensions of an imagined episode, experienced in reality. In line with this idea are the results of Schacter et al. [51]. These authors compared brain regions activated by veridical recognition of printed words (heard several minutes earlier) and illusory recognition of printed words (not heard earlier). They found that activation in a left temporoparietal region, which previously had been implicated in the retention of auditory information, distinguished accurate from illusory recognition memory.

It should be noted that the unilateral, left temporal activation was found after subtracting FICTITIOUS from AUTOBIOGRAPHIC activations, and not by subtracting REST from AUTOBIOGRAPHIC activations. While the latter provided bi-hemispheric temporal activations, including the hippocampal region (cf. Fig. 2), the former led to the much more selective activation pattern, which, with respect to the temporal lobes, gave only very restricted left temporal activations (Fig. 3). Compared to our previous report [16], this activation pattern is much narrower and can be interpreted as reflecting the great similarity in the ecphorized scenes, differing in fewer dimensions than the autobiographic versus impersonal episodic events in the Fink et al. [16] study. Most likely, only the experience of having a wider and more intense imaginative conception with the self-experienced compared to self-created images, reflects the differential activation in the AUTOBIOGRAPHIC-FICTITIOUS comparison.

4.4. Precuneus

The precuneus has been termed “the mind’s eye” [17, 18] because of its role in memory-related imagery [25]. This is most likely the reason for its activation in the present study when subtracting autobiographic from fictitious retrieval, as fictitious material needs more imagination for successful retrieval (or ecphory) than real-life experienced material. It can be assumed that despite their recent creation and retrieval, imagination of fictitious material for retrieval is more of a creative, fantasy requiring and constructive act than is the retrieval of events that actually had happened in previous life.

5. Conclusions

Our present findings of selective activations in the regions of the amygdala, of the cortex next to the uncinate fascicle, the anterior cingulate cortex and the middle and superior temporal cortex all point to a specific network of regions involved in retrieving old autobiographic memories. It seems that an array of structures of the extended limbic system (inferior prefrontal/orbitofrontal cortex, amygdala, anterior cingulate cortex) [45,46] interacts with storage places in the temporal cortex [41] to retrieve affect-laden autobiographic episodes.

Consequently, travelling mentally back in time and becoming consciously aware of having experienced the retrieved information most likely engages a more complex limbic-neocortical network than does the simple ecphory of self-created information without a real-life background. In the words of Brown ([5, p. 140]), “a limbic transition in the outward development of the mental state”, “a relation of feeling, to the personal history and the immediate past” constitute the self-concept. Our study demonstrates the existence of a functional anatomical network for his proposal.
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